Granite Park Junior High

DRESS CODE

Granite Park expects students to dress for
success. The responsibility for the dress
and grooming of a student rests primarily
with the student and his or her parents or
guardians. If students fail to meet the
following dress standards, they will be
asked to change into clothing apparel that
meets dress standards. This includes, but
is not limited to:

The length of the tops should be long
enough to tuck in and/or cover the
waistline of the pants or skirt (no bare
stomachs).

Clothing must be suitable for all scheduled
classroom activities including physical
education, science labs, other activities
where unique hazards exist.

BOTTOMS: Pants must be worn so that
the underclothing (e.g. underwear, gym
shorts) is not visible. Bottoms must cover
the buttocks when sitting or standing.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION DRESS CODE

Clothing must not detract from the
learning environment by creating
distractions. Clothing or apparel that
advertises or displays in picture or word,
lewd or suggestive themes, gang related
imagery, tobacco, alcoholic beverages,
brewery logos, drugs/controlled
substances or guns/weapons are not
permitted in Granite District Schools.
Clothing cannot be see-through or overly
revealing.

ACCESSORIES: No hats or bandanas may
be worn on school property. Students can
wear hoodies, but hoods may not be worn
at school. Students must wear shoes at all
times.

TOPS: The style of clothing must cover all
underclothes, waistbands, and bra straps.

COLORS: Students must wear multiple
colors (example: white shirt and blue
pants). No blue on blue, red on red, black
on black, etc. This along with any other
dress code issue as determined to be a
concern by the Metro Gang Task Force are
all part of the school’s dress code.

Please refer to the specific teacher’s
disclosure for guidance on dress
standards.
DANCE CLASSES DRESS CODE
NO SOCKS OR SHOES: Dancing is done
with bare feet so students can learn to
articulate the feet properly. Socks are not
allowed.
Please refer to the specific teacher’s
disclosure for guidance on dress
standards.

DRESS CODE INFRACTIONS: Students who violate dress code will be issued a spare set of clothing provided by the school and return to class. A
conference with parents or guardians will be called to determine strategies and solutions for students who repeatedly violate dress code. If a
student’s attire or grooming threatens the health and safety of any other person, then discipline for dress or grooming violations should be
consistent with discipline policies for similar violations. The administration at Granite Park reserves the right to enforce dress code policies not

specifically outlined in the school’s Dress Code Policy if the issue is determined to be disruptive and/or a school safety concern.

